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S1. General statistics of Xact 625 data 

Table S1: Data characteristics of Xact 625 measurements in Härkingen. Elements are sorted according to the groups in Table 1). 
Data were classified into fireworks and non-fireworks periods. The non-fireworks period was further classified into north (rural) 
and south (freeway) sectors according to the wind direction. Numbers in italics indicate cases where the daily averages were 
<MDL. The cases for the two wind sectors do not add up to the non-fireworks cases as wind data are missing for a total of 12 h (cf. 5 
Fig. 1). 

 

S2. Ambient filter samples for method intercomparisons 

A quarter each of three NABEL filters of the series analysed at IDAEA were also analysed with XRF at CES and with ICP-

MS at ERG. This allows for an intercomparison between benchtop XRF and ICP-MS, between ICP-MS of two different 10 

laboratories, and between Xact XRF and benchtop XRF. The elements Zn, Sr, Cu, Pb, Fe, K, Ca, Mn, Se, and Ba were 

selected for this comparison. Benchtop XRF required no further sample preparation except punching a 47-mm piece of the 

original filter. IDAEA’s digestion protocol is described in the main paper. Of three different filter blanks, blank 1 appeared 

contaminated and was not further considered, blanks 2 and 3 were averaged and subtracted from the analysis, but the values 

are not reported. ERG followed a protocol of the USEPA describing the multi-elemental determination of total metals by 15 

ICP-MS in ambient air samples collected on 47 mm Teflon® filters following guidelines in EPA method IO-3.5 and EPA 

FEM Method “Standard Operating Procedure for the Determination of Lead in PM10 by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICPMS) with Hot Block Dilute Acid and Hydrogen Peroxide Filter Extraction” (EQL-0512-202). The filters 

were digested in a HotBlock™ for 2.5 hours using an extraction fluid containing 1.85 % nitric acid (HNO3), 0.5 % 

hydrochloric acid (HCl), and 0.17 % hydrofluoric acid (HF) with 0.33 mg L-1 of gold added for mercury stabilization. One 20 

aliquot of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was added after 1.5 hours of extraction and was allowed to effervesce. The extract was 

analyzed by ICP-MS and the data were collected using the manufacturer’s software. The results are given in Table S2.  
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Table S2. Analyses of three ambient (NABEL) samples (1, 6 and 12 August 2015) from Härkingen. Comparisons of Xact and 
benchtop XRF (CES), benchtop XRF (CES) and ICP-MS (IDAEA and ERG), and ICP-MS at two laboratories (IDAEA and ERG). 
NR = not reported; BD = below limit of detection. 

 

The data shows a somewhat better comparison between offline XRF and ICP than between online XRF (Xact) and ICP, 5 

though the scatter in the relative differences (XRF-ICP/ICP) varied from -37 % (Sr) to +57 % (Mn), if Se and Ba, for which 

only one filter shows concentrations above the XRF detection limit, are not considered. Comparing the ICP-MS results 

between the two labs (ERG-IDAEA/IDAEA) shows a range from -33 % (Ba) to +25 % (Mn), when Se and Ca are not 

considered. Se concentrations are close to their ICP MDL and hence rather uncertain, while Ca shows a problem with one 

ERG measurement. If Ca and Se are excluded, the average relative difference between the two labs is -0.1 %, with a standard 10 

deviation of 19 %. Similarly the agreement between each of the labs and bench top XRF is good as well.  If Se and Ca are 

excluded the average percent difference between XRF and IDEA is 5.4 % while the difference between XRF and ERG is -

3.1 %.  The comparison of the daily averaged Xact values with the benchtop XRF values shows an average difference of 

37 % (Xact-CES)/CES) for the elements Zn, Cu, Fe, K, Ca, and Mn, which is close to the observed mean difference to ICP. 

It is also consistent in the sense that all average differences Xact – CES for these elements are positive. The benchtop XRF 15 

and the Xact are typically within 5 % when analysing the same standard.  Further both benchtop XRF and Xact use the same 

type of fitting routine (with minor differences in the determination of spectral background), hence the most likely 

explanation for the difference between the Xact and the labs is differences due to sampling or sampling location. 

S3. Spiked filter samples for method intercomparisons 

CES produced a set of six quartz filters coated with known amounts of the elements Zn, Sr, Cu, Pb, and Fe. These filters 20 

were analysed with a benchtop XRF instrument by CES, and three each of them were sent to IDAEA-CSIC, and ERG for 

analysis with ICP-MS. The results are presented in Table S3. Notice that Pb is not reported for XRF, because of large 

variations of the measured values for quartz filters. This indicates a problem with the XRF fitting routine for quartz filters, as 

the issue is not seen with Teflon filters. 

  25 
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Table S3. Spiked filter analyses for five elements. Comparison between XRF and ICP-MS analyses performed at three 
independent laboratories. 

 

Tests with specifically produced reference samples of Fe, Cu, Zn, Sr, and Pb (Table S3) showed relative differences between 

the measured concentrations and the theoretically expected concentrations ranging from -6.2 % (Sr) to -13.6 % (Cu) for 5 

benchtop XRF, on average -9.4 % (without Pb). For all these elements, XRF underestimated the expected value, as expected 

for absorption of fluorescence radiation by the quartz fiber material (Tanner et al., 1974). Similarly spiked teflon filters (not 

shown) also showed underestimation of the expected concentrations, though not as much as for the quartz filters. A statistical 

analysis revealed that at the 99 % confidence level only Cu showed a significant difference between the two filter types. ICP 

showed differences between -17 % and +32 % (average 5.6 %) for IDAEA-CSIC, and -7 % and +58 % (average 15.6 %) for 10 

ERG for quartz filters. The scatter is much larger than for the field samples, and differences can be positive or negative. 
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S4. Diurnal variations of elements for fireworks and non-fireworks periods 

 

Figure S4: Diurnal variations of the Group A elements Si, S, Cl, K, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, and Pb. See Fig. 6. 
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S5. Diurnal variations of elements for north and south wind sectors 

 

 

Figure S5: Diurnal variations of the Group A elements Si, Cl, Ca, Ti, Fe, Cu, Zn, and Ba. South means a wind from the freeway 
towards the station. See Fig. 8. 
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